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02
The aluminium pipe’s silk-matte 

surface is resistant to chemical 

and mechanical stress. 

01
The Solid Pro system can be mounted on 

a wide range of toilet bowls, thanks to the 

reversible fittings and adjustable discs.  

Pressalit introduces the market’s first institutional fittings with soft closing. The Solid Pro fittings improve stability, while increas-

ing both comfort and aesthetics. With the matching Projecta Solid Pro toilet seat, the fittings represent an aesthetic whole with 

dynamic curves and surprising refinements.

The Projecta Solid Pro has been thoroughly strength-tested - both in Pressalit’s own test laboratory and through field tests, 

where intense loads and heavy-handed treatment are part of everyday use. Seat and fittings are supplied assembled for direct 

mounting onto a wide range of toilet bowls. 



FURTHER THAN THE FUTURE

PATENT 
PENDING

The fittings are solid-cast, which means no 

holes or slits for dirt to gather. The fittings are 

also easy to clean underneath. 
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06
The Projecta Solid Pro has been 

tested according to DIN 19516, 

which among other things, is a 

test for the soft closing system 

as well as for the load capacity of 

the seat. The soft closing system 

must be able to withstand 30,000 

drops (where the toilet seat closes 

by itself) and 13,000 forced drops 

(where it is forced to close). The 

lid and ring seat are tested with a 

maximum load of 240 kg.

03
The Solid Pro fittings allow you to mount the 

seat without the lid. Available with as well as 

without soft closing function. 

Tests have proven just how strong the 

system is: in a sideways transfer test, the 

toilet seat was subjected to 60,000 loads 

of 20 kg. This equates to 16 times of 

usage daily over 10 years. 
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04
The toilet seat comes ready assembled with 

the Solid Pro fittings for direct mounting onto 

the toilet bowl. It cannot be taken apart by 

the end-user, thus reducing the risk of theft. 



FEATURING 
SOFT CLOSING

SOFT CLOSING
We already know this feature from private 

homes, but now this quiet luxury is 

available for the project market as well. 

Solid Pro is the market’s first institutional 

fittings with soft closing. It increases both 

the comfort and lifetime of the toilet seat, 

as the solution puts an end to hard slams. 

With the soft closing function, the seat and 

lid drop gently and calmly onto the bowl. 
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SEATS FOR THE FUTURE

PROJECTA SOLID PRO

MINIMALIST DESIGN  
The Projecta Solid Pro has a slim profile and a harmonious, curved look. The back edge 

reveals a sophisticated peek of the silk-matte aluminium pipe, which is part of the Solid 

Pro hinge. The toilet seat is available in black and white with Polygiene, which prevents 

bacterial growth. It comes in both a Uni- and a D-shape, and with or without a lid.

THE PROJECTA SOLID PRO  
WITH SOFT CLOSING
The Projecta Solid Pro with the Solid Pro institutional hinge means 

improved strength and stability in a unique combination with the soft 

closing function. 

THE PROJECTA SOLID PRO  
WITHOUT SOFT CLOSING
The Projecta Solid Pro is also available without the soft closing 

function, but with the same stable Solid Pro hinge. This enables the 

project market to select improved strength and stability - even on 

small budgets. 



SEATS FOR THE FUTURE

OBJECTA PROPROJECTA SOLID PRO

SLIM DESIGN 
The Objecta Pro has the same design as the Projecta Solid Pro, but the mounting is different, 

using fixed or universal hinges. But with the same materials, the same colours and the same 

high breaking strength. With the Projecta Solid Pro and the Objecta Pro, the project market 

gains more options for choosing a strong design.

THE OBJECTA PRO WITH FIXED FITTINGS
The Objecta Pro with fixed fittings, perfectly fits a wide range of toilet 

bowls. A harmonious design with high breaking strength and Poly-

giene effect makes the Objecta Pro a safe choice.  

THE OBJECTA PRO WITH UNIVERSAL FITTINGS
The Objecta Pro with antibacterial Polygiene is particularly well-suit-

ed to the project market. With its slim design and universal hinges, 

this seat fits a wide range of toilet bowls. 



Pressalit A/S
Pressalitvej 1
8680 Ry, Denmark
T: +45 8788 8788
F: +45 8788 8789
pressalit@pressalit.com
www.pressalit.com
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Pressalit Projecta Solid Pro 
WITH SOFT CLOSING
No. 1004 with cover / no. 1003 without cover
Incl. DG4 combi hinge, universal, top + bottom 
mounted. 011 White Polygiene, 111 Black 
Polygiene

145 - 210

285230

358

405
- 451

A9173

DG4

STANDARD
No. 1002 with cover / no. 1001 
without cover
Incl. DG4 combi hinge, universal, top + 
bottom mounted. 011 White Polygiene

SUITABILITY LIST
Duravit Duraplus Colomba, Jika Zeta, Laufen Jika Dino, Sphinx Econ II, V&B Grangracia, 
V&B Saval, Wisa BW Sydney, Id. Stand. Eurovit. 

Pressalit Objecta Pro

STANDARD
No. 990 with cover / no. 989 without cover
Incl. DF7 fixed hinge, bottom mounted /
DH4 combi hinge, univertical, top + bottom 
mounted*. 011 White Polygiene, 111 Black 
Polygiene

* Only in colour 011 White Polygiene

155

285230

358

430

DF7 DH4

A9173

155

285230

358

410
- 441

Pressalit Objecta D Pro 

STANDARD
No. 998 with cover / no. 997 without cover*
Incl. DF7 fixed hinge, bottom mounted /
DH4 combi hinge, univertical, top + bottom moun-
ted. 011 White Polygiene, 111 Black Polygiene

* Only in colour 011 White Polygiene

434 275226

366

155
DF7 DH4

A9173

413
- 445

275226

366

155

Pressalit Projecta D Solid Pro

WITH SOFT CLOSING
No. 1008 with cover / no. 1007 without cover
Incl. DG4 combi hinge, universal, top + bottom 
mounted. 011 White Polygiene, 111 Black 
Polygiene

409
- 455

145 - 210

275226

366

A9173

DG4

STANDARD
No. 1006 with cover / no. 1005 
without cover
Incl. DG4 combi hinge, universal, top + 
bottom mounted. 011 White Polygiene

SUITABILITY LIST
Keramag Ren. No 1, Keramag iCon, Laufen Pro, V&B O. novo, Vitra S50, Vitra S50 Clean, 
Sphinx 345, Sphinx 345 Compact. 

SUITABILITY LIST
Duravit Duraplus Colomba, Jika Zeta, Laufen Jika Dino, Sphinx Econ II, V&B Grangracia, 
V&B Saval, Wisa BW Sydney, Id. Stand. Eurovit. 

SUITABILITY LIST
Keramag Ren. No 1, Keramag iCon, Laufen Pro, V&B O. novo, Vitra S50, 
Vitra S50 Clean, Sphinx 345, Sphinx 345 Compact. 

PATENT 
PENDING

European Sales Agencies 
Leith House, 39 Campion Drive Tanfield Lea, Stanley 
Co Durham, DH9 9PQ, United Kingdom 
T: +44 1207 236622 
F: +44 1207 236633 
info@europeansalesagencies.com 
www.europeansalesagencies.com
www.pressalit.com


